
Lesson – 10

Hu tu tu, Hu tutu

I.Fill in the blanks:

1. We make rules for our lives, the way we do for games.

2. KarnamMalleshwari is a weight lifter.

3. KarnamMalleshwari has won 29 medals in international events.

4. Kabaddi is a rough game, yet it has many rules.

5. KarnamMalleshwari can lift a weight of 130 kg.

Home work

Paste pictures of any 5 indoor games and any 5 outdoor games.

II. Answer the following:

1. Write different names given for Hu tutu.

Chedduguddu, Ha du du, Choo kit kit, Kabaddi are the different
names given for Hu tu tu.

2. How many players are needed to play Kabaddi?

Kabaddi is traditionally played with two teams of seven players with
five supplementary players held in reserve.

3. Name some games in which the center line is very important.

Foot ball, Rugby, Basket Ball, Tennis, Volley ball and kabaddi are
some of the games in which the center line is very important.

4. Name some games in which it is important to touch the players.

Kho – Kho, Lock and key, Catch and Catch, house passing, Tree
Passing are some of the games in which it is important to touch the
players.



5. What are the games in which you have to touch some things or
colours?

Tick – Tick, Crocodile – Crocodile, Things and colours, Colour box,
Hollow tick are some of the games in which we have to touch some things
or colours.

6. What are the reasons for not allowing girls for playing Kabaddi in
olden days?

People thought that, if girls play such games, they had to wear boy’s
clothes and nobody would marry them. This is the main reason for not
allowing girls for playing Kabaddi in olden days.

Home work

Make a picture to show that how Shyamala managed to get the entire
opposing team ‘out’ in one go. ( Give colour).

III. Answer in detail:

1. Write the nature of Kabaddi game.

Nature of Kabaddi game:

Kabaddi is a rough game, yet it has many rules. It is lots of fun, and
lots of exercise. We have to use both our body and mind in this game. We
have to use our strength to pull or stop the players. This game includes

 Pushing and pulling
 Screaming and shouting
 Holding the breath while running
 Continuously saying Kabaddi – Kabaddi and
 Trying to touch the players of the opposite team.


